CBE Students Join the Engineering Student Ambassador Program

Seven CBE students have been selected for the Engineering Student Ambassador Program (ESA), an important initiative at HKUST that aims to promote Engineering to prospective students and the general public. The ESA students will participate in a number of outreach activities, such as campus tours, exhibitions, media events and community services. The program also provides an invaluable opportunity for students to strengthen their communication and organizational skills, qualities essential for success as future leaders.

List of CBE students

Undergraduate students:
Ye Eun PARK (Grace), who is also Head of ESA
Kristhalia HADI (Lia), Kazi Anisha ISLAM (Anisha), Tsz Yan LAM (Iris),

Research Postgraduate students:
Kiran MATHEW THOMAS (Kiran), Gabriel Sikukuu NAMBAFU (Garbiel), Baggie Waponde NYANDE (Baggie)